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Telematic Mandates
• Mayoral Executive Order 41 of 2019 established a 

requirement for live tracking of City fleet units.  This Executive 
Order also established a use standard of 80% for fleet units 
and calls for fleet reduction of 1,000+ units, and commuter 
reduction of at least 500 commuters. 

• Local Law 32 of 2019 required telematics in City school 
buses. 



• Through the Fleet Office of Real Time Tracking (FORT), 
DCAS now operates the nation’s largest public fleet 
telematics initiative with 22,872 units including City fleet and 
school buses. 

• In partnership with NYEM, we will add at least 1,000 off-road 
units in FY22. 

• NYPD, FDNY and DSNY operate an additional 13,000 
tracking units.  We are working to incorporate DSNY and 
FDNY into the FORT. 

Fleet Office of Real Time Tracking



Fleet is Everywhere!



• Prior to 2015 a limited number of city vehicles had various, non-centralized, legacy GPS systems 
that were limited in scope and reporting capabilities.

• In 2015 NYC Fleet introduced the first citywide GPS program which transmitted data over the 
NYCWin network.  The NYCWin network solution was not real time so alerts and immediate 
reporting was not generally available.  At that time collision alerting through telematics was not yet 
available and information gathered from vehicle engine diagnostics and other safety information 
was limited.

• In 2017, DoITT made the decision to transition away from NYWin. DCAS proposed at that point to 
go to a real-time telematics provider. 

• DCAS engaged market research to evaluate telematics options.  Our priorities were real-time 
reporting, ease of installation, cost, crash management, dead-pinging, safety and usage reporting, 
data security, mapping, and website usability. 

• DCAS then engaged a public bidding process based on a GSA schedule.  DCAS procured GeoTab 
as the telematics provider with AT&T providing network and hosting services.

• DCAS worked with OMB on savings initiatives tied to telematics that were used to argue the case 
for a citywide telematics initiative.  Savings including fleet and commuter reduction. 

• The DCAS implementation currently involves 50 agencies and offices and 40 private school bus 
operators.  NYPD manages its own telematics system as outlined in the EO.  

History of NYC Fleet GPS/Telematics



How do we use the FORT?



Usage Reporting and Fleet Reduction



CRASH Management



Speed Management



Safety Culture



Safety Campaigns



Daily Reporting



Real-Time Alerts and Geofencing



Theft Prevention



Compliance



Fleet Analysis for Agencies



Industry Analysis



Environmental Analysis



Idle Management



Supporting Agency Operations

Geotab Data Supported API Projects

• DEP (311 Dispatching)

• Parks (Operations and Forestry)

• OCME (ArcGIS Online)

• DOC (Monitoring of court bus arrival times)

• NYC CTO (CityScanner-Air Quality Monitoring)

• DOT (Street Planning Unit, Connected Vehicle Pilot with US DOT, Speed 
Camera Deployment)

• PlowNYC/DSNY (in development)

• Haas Alert/FDNY (in development)



Support of Agency Hierarchies



EO 53: Safe and Clean Fleet Transition Plans



Partnership with US DOT Volpe



Partnerships



GeoTab Security Accreditations



• Disconnects and jamming

• Translating data to action

• Too much data and too many reports, need for focus

• Big data, opportunity for creative analysis

• Integrating various fleet systems

• Getting one system for fleet tracking, fleet sharing, 
real-time safety alerts

• Keeping up with technology changes

• Data Security

Challenges



THANK YOU


